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Abstract

This paper describes the participation of FEUP, from
the University of Porto, in the TREC 2009 Blog
Track. FEUP participated in the faceted blog dis-
tillation task with work focused on the use of tempo-
ral features available in the new TREC Blogs08 col-
lection. The approach presented in this paper uses
the temporal information available in most individ-
ual posts to amplify (or reduce) each post’s score.
Blog scores, and subsequent ranks, are obtained by
combining individual posts’ scores. While preparing
the runs, no endeavors were made to identify a priori
any temporal differences between the three distinct
facets.

1 Introduction

In this paper we describe the participation of a
group from Faculdade de Engenharia da Universi-
dade do Porto (FEUP) in the TREC 2009 Blog
Track. FEUP’s participation was focused on the ex-
ploration of temporal evidence for the faceted blog
distillation task.

In this year’s edition of the TREC Blog Track, two
significant changes were introduced. First, several
new tasks were initiated, most notably a faceted blog
distillation task. Second, a new base collection was
used. This new collection is significantly larger than
the previous Blogs06 collection and covers a much

broader period of time. Given our interest in tempo-
ral properties, this is particularly relevant.

Our previous participation in the Blog Track [5]
has shown that temporal information can have a pos-
itive impact in blog search. We continue this line of
research by considering new approaches for incorpo-
rating time-sensitive features in the new faceted dis-
tillation task.

2 Blogs08 Collection Overview

The Blogs08 test collection was released in early
April 2009 and is the official collection for the 2009
edition of the TREC Blog Track. For preparing this
collection, a total of 1,303,520 feeds were polled once
a week from January 14th, 2008 to February, 10th
2009 (394 days). The polled feeds, associated perma-
links and homepage documents were stored, resulting
in collection with a total compressed size of 453 GB.

Figure 1 presents an overview of the total number
of posts per day found in the collection. The date
information is obtained directly from the DATE XML
field available in the collection. As reported in the
Blogs08 specification, “DATE XML is the date of is-
sue of the permalink, as stated in the RSS or Atom
feed. As such tags are optional in the feeds, this infor-
mation is not always present. Should you choose to
use this information, you should make your own de-
cision on how to supplement it when it is not present
for a document.”
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Figure 1: Blogs08 collection overview.

From the total number of permalink documents
(posts) available in the collection (28,488,766), 97.5%
had date information, while only 707,991 (2.5%) had
an empty DATE XML field. When considering only the
posts with date information, 60.4% reported a date
within the official crawling period. These posts are
considered to have valid dates, while posts that re-
port dates outside the crawling period are considered
to have invalid dates. In Figure 1, valid and invalid
posts were identified by using different colors. Table 1
summarizes the distribution of posts over a selected
number of periods. There is a significant amount
of documents published before the crawling period.
This result is similar to that observed in the Blogs06
collection [4].

3 System Overview

The Terrier information retrieval platform [6]
was used to index the permalink documents in-
cluded in the Blogs08 collection, with the following
TREC tags excluded: DOCHDR, DATE XML, FEEDNO,

Table 1: Summary of distribution of post’s dates.
Period Total Posts
Crawling Period 16,787,445 (58.9%)
After Crawling Period 4,987 (0.02%)
Before Crawling Period 10,988,343 (38.6%)

in 2007 4,406,209 (15.5%)
in 2006 2,386,807 (8.4%)
in 2005 3,283,107 (11.5%)
in 2004 205,590 (0.7%)

Without Date 707,991 (2.5%)

BLOGHPNO, BLOGHPURL, PERMALINK. Documents were
retrieved using Terrier’s implementation of the BM25
model [7], maintaining the default parameters: k1 =
1.2d, k3 = 8d and b = 0.75d.

Document retrieval was done in two steps. First,
a phrase query was used to retrieve documents, i.e.
all terms needed to appear in the same phrase (e.g.:
“term1 term2”). However, for some topics, this ap-
proach returned zero results. Thus, for these few top-
ics, a more relax query was used – terms only needed
to appear in the same document (e.g. “+term1 +
term2”). It is worth noting that no effort was made
to identify or remove SPAM from the collection.

4 Faceted Blog Distillation

The Faceted Blog Distillation is a new task intro-
duced in this year’s edition of the TREC Blog Track.
This task is a refinement of the previous blog distilla-
tion task, where quality aspects of the retrieved blogs
were not evaluated. These quality aspects were intro-
duced by considering facets as proposed by Hearst et
al. [2]. Three (binary) facets were considered in this
first edition: opinionated/factual, personal/official
and in-depth/shallow.

At FEUP we are focused on the study of the tem-
poral properties available in blogs and their value for
ranking tasks. We have prepared and submitted sev-
eral runs that use temporal information to rank blogs.
We have not tried to identify a priori how temporal
properties could influence each facet property. In-
stead, we have adopted an exploratory attitude by
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submitting the same run for each topic and all facet
options. In other words, each submitted run has the
same ranking for the three facet options: no facet
applied, facet on for 1st value and facet on for 2nd
value. In a nutshell, for a given topic, the same rank
of blogs was submitted for all facet options. This per-
mits a detailed analysis of the impact of our approach
in each topic and with each facet option.

4.1 Baseline

Given the BM25 post-based ranks (see Section 3), we
prepared a baseline blog-based run by simply adding
each feed’s posts’ scores and then dividing by the
total number of posts available in the collection for
that same feed. This run was submitted with the
reference FEUPirlab1.

Due to hardware limitations, the original post-
based runs used for preparing the blog-based runs
were limited to 1,000 items. Permalink results with
a rank higher than 1,000 were discarded. For topics
that generate a lot of results from the same blogs,
this might have a negative impact in the final blog
distillation task rank.

4.2 Boost Invalid Dates

In a first approach, temporal information was intro-
duced in the ranking formula by distinguishing be-
tween posts with valid dates (i.e. dates within the
crawling period) and posts with invalid dates. The
initial idea was to revise each post’s original score
based on its publish date being valid or not.

We implemented this approach using a simple for-
mula: scorenew = scoreoriginal×(1+α). The value of
α was determined using data from the 2008 edition
of the Blog Track, and conducting a linear search
with α ∈ [0, 2], using 0.01 increments as shown in
Figure 2. Boosting posts with invalid dates results
in consistent improvements in b-Pref. The highest
boosting observed was of 3.8%. We prepared a run
using α = 1, i.e. posts with invalid dates had their
scores doubled (a 100% boost) before computing the
aggregated feed scores. This run was submitted with
reference FEUPirlab2.
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Figure 2: b-Pref values using TREC 2008 data for
posts with valid and invalid dates.
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Figure 3: Boosting valid dates.

4.3 Boost Valid Dates

For posts with valid dates, two different scenarios
were considered – boost newer posts and boost older
posts. A simple linear scale was used as illustrated in
Figure 3. Given two boost values for the limits of the
crawling period (start and end), the posts in between
were augmented following a linear scale. For exam-
ple, if the starting boost parameter is higher than the
ending boost parameter, older post are valued more
than newer posts. In the figure, newer posts’ scores
have a greater boost than older posts.

We did not perform an exhaustive search over all
possible values to identify the optimum parameters
due to time limitations. Instead, we conducted a
manual exploratory search testing values between 0
and 2, with 0.01 increments. The best b-Pref im-
provement was achieved using a starting boost of 0.1
and an ending boost of 0.43. A run named FE-
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Table 2: Results of the faceted blog distillation task
with facets off.
Run MAP b-Pref R-prec P@10
FEUPirlab1 0.1694 0.1911 0.2294 0.3179
FEUPirlab2 0.1752 0.1986 0.2447 0.3282
FEUPirlab3 0.1691 0.1950 0.2388 0.3179
FEUPirlab4 0.1662 0.1881 0.2248 0.3103

UPirlab3 was prepared with the previously defined
boost applied to posts with invalid dates and a lin-
ear boost between 0.1 and 0.43 applied to posts with
valid dates, i.e. newer posts have an higher boost.
Additionally, a final run named FEUPirlab4 was
prepared with an inverse boost applied to posts with
valid dates, from 0.43 to 0.1 (i.e. boost older posts).
This last run was submitted to evaluate the impact
of older posts in each facet. It is important to note
that these runs were prepared using the previous FE-
UPirlab2 run as a starting point.

5 Results

Our team at FEUP submitted four runs to the
faceted blog distillation task as described in the pre-
vious section. The first run is temporally agnostic
(i.e. all temporal information was discarded), and is
used as a baseline to observe the impact of temporal
features. Table 2 presents a summary of the official
results for each run when facets are off and consider-
ing the official 39 topics. All statistically significant
improvements are underlined (p < 0.1). Boosting
posts with invalid dates resulted in an improvement
of 3.42% in MAP and 3.24% in P@10. On the other
hand, the refinements applied to posts with valid
dates were inconclusive. Although some isolated im-
provements are observed, we cannot state that boost-
ing newer posts or older posts produces better results.

A detailed analysis for each facet option is pre-
sented in Table 3. Again, all statistically significant
improvements are underlined (p < 0.1). The most
consistent improvements are observed in the opin-
ionated and official facet options. For the opinion-
ated facet, boosting the posts without dates com-

bined with boosting the newer posts, resulted in an
improvement of 12.21% in MAP. A similar result was
observed in the official facet, with an improvement of
6% in MAP. Boosting older posts had a positive (al-
though sporadic) impact in the in-depth and personal
facets. Overall, the worst results were found in the
shallow facet, with very low MAP values. As pointed
in the results tables, few improvements are statisti-
cally significant. This can be partially explained by
the small number of cases for each facet option. For
instance, in many facet options, we have fewer than
10 paired cases.

6 Related Work

In the context of the TREC Blog Track, previous
work has shown that temporal information available
in posts can have a positive effect in both document
ranking [1, 5] and SPAM detection [3]. This work
differs from our previous approach [5] in two distinc-
tive aspects. First, it uses a new collection spanning
a significantly larger time period (slightly more than
a year). This aspect is particularly relevant for our
work, given that it depends directly on features de-
rived from dates. A broader collection has a higher
number of potential temporal bins to discriminate re-
sults. Second, in our previous approach we combined
a starting BM25-based rank with temporally biased
ranks. Rank combination discards the finer-grained
score values. In this work we have added a temporal
bias to the original scores. Also, given the faceted na-
ture of the task, we have made an initial investigation
about the impact of time in these three facets.

7 Conclusions

The TREC Blogs08 collection is a new resource re-
leased in early 2009. In comparison with the Blogs06
collection, a larger number of blogs was crawled over
a significantly larger time period (394 vs 77 days).
Given our interest in temporal properties, this new
collection is specially valuable. Our main goal was to
conduct a first exploration of the Blogs08 collection
focused on the temporal properties of blog posts. In
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Table 3: Results of the faceted blog distillation task
for each facet option.

Run MAP R-prec P@10
— in-depth (N=18) —

FEUPirlab1 0.1490 0.1441 0.2167
FEUPirlab2 0.1489 0.1625 0.2111
FEUPirlab3 0.1412 0.1523 0.1889
FEUPirlab4 0.1494 0.1385 0.2111

— opinionated (N=13) —
FEUPirlab1 0.0999 0.1360 0.1462
FEUPirlab2 0.1068 0.1458 0.1692
FEUPirlab3 0.1121 0.1466 0.1846
FEUPirlab4 0.0934 0.1360 0.1538

— personal (N=8) —
FEUPirlab1 0.1764 0.1975 0.1750
FEUPirlab2 0.1791 0.2464 0.2000
FEUPirlab3 0.1203 0.1749 0.1625
FEUPirlab4 0.1749 0.2168 0.1625

— shallow (N=18) —
FEUPirlab1 0.0506 0.0731 0.0667
FEUPirlab2 0.0491 0.0564 0.0611
FEUPirlab3 0.0497 0.0638 0.0722
FEUPirlab4 0.0500 0.0759 0.0611

— factual (N=13) —
FEUPirlab1 0.1369 0.1184 0.1308
FEUPirlab2 0.1339 0.1107 0.1308
FEUPirlab3 0.1370 0.1258 0.1231
FEUPirlab4 0.1347 0.1143 0.1308

— official (N=8) —
FEUPirlab1 0.1499 0.1078 0.1250
FEUPirlab2 0.1523 0.1126 0.1250
FEUPirlab3 0.1589 0.1126 0.1500
FEUPirlab4 0.1470 0.0989 0.1125

contrast with our previous approach, we integrated
the temporal features in the document scores be-
fore producing the final ranks. Our previous strat-
egy was based on combining two ranks, discarding
finer-grained score information.

From these experiments, we can draw some prelim-
inary conclusions. Favoring posts with invalid dates
produces consistent improvements. To a certain ex-
tent, this can be explained by the fact that the large
majority of posts with invalid dates are prior to the
crawling period. Thus, by enhancing posts with in-
valid dates we are giving a higher score to older posts,
which tend to be associated with greater authority.
In some facets, such as opinionated and official, the
positive impact of this strategy was clear. However,
from this data, it is not possible to draw a straight-
forward conclusion relatively to the impact of older
and newer posts in the blog distillation task. It is
worth highlighting that the calibration of the scor-
ing parameters was done using data and assessments
from a different collection, thus it is expected to have
limitations.

It is our conviction that time is a complex dimen-
sion that cannot be treated in a linear, one-sided fash-
ion. For instance, on one hand, recent posts tend to
be valued because they are more up-to-date and fo-
cused on the current subjects. On the other hand,
old posts have an intrinsic value derived from their
longevity and established nature.
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